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ASPIRE GLOBAL EXPANDS PARTNERSHIP WITH
888CASINO TO PORTUGAL
Aspire Global’s Pariplay has signed a partnership for games with 888 Holdings, covering
Portugal. The partnership expands 888casino and Pariplay’s existing relationship, which has
already seen 888 offer exciting titles by Pariplay for its UK, Romanian and Italian customers.
On 26 November 2020, Aspire Global announced that Pariplay, a leading game studio and game
aggregator, will be going live in the Spanish market with 888casino, a multi-award-winning online
casino. Now players also in Portugal can enjoy Pariplay’s much loved titles including Wolf Riches, Mystic
Manor, Rumble Rhino and Dragons of the North. Pariplay titles feature rich animation and Vegas-style
gameplay, which will support 888casino’s existing offer.
Guy Cohen, SVP of B2C at 888, said: “We’re delighted to expand on our long-term partnership with
Pariplay. It’s incredibly rich, exciting titles will be loved by our customers in Spain and Portugal while
marking another opportunity for us to expand our premium casino content.”
Adrian Bailey, Managing Director at Pariplay, said: ‘We are really excited about introducing our games to
players at 888casino in Spain and Portugal in line with our commitment to expanding our footprint in
regulated markets. With 888casino at the helm, we have a perfect partnership for making this happen.”
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ABOUT ASPIRE GLOBAL
Aspire Global is a leading B2B-provider of iGaming solutions, offering companies everything they need to operate a
successful iGaming brand, covering casino and sports. The B2B-offering comprises of a robust technical platform,
proprietary casino games, a proprietary sportsbook, and a game aggregator. The platform itself can be availed of
exclusively or combined with a wide range of services. In addition to the B2B-offering, Aspire Global also operates
several B2C-brands, including Karamba, the greatest showcase of the strength of the B2B-offering. The Group
operates in 25 regulated markets spanning Europe, Latin America and Africa, including countries like the US, UK,
Denmark, Portugal, Spain, Poland, Ireland, Nigeria, Colombia and Mexico. Offices are located in Malta, Israel,
Bulgaria, Ukraine, North Macedonia, India, Italy and Gibraltar. Aspire Global is listed on Nasdaq First North Premier
Growth Market under ASPIRE. Certified Advisor: FNCA Sweden AB, info@fnca.se, +46-8-528 00 399. Please visit
www.aspireglobal.com.

